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Abstract – Energy harvesting is a means of extending the lifetimes of wireless sensor nodes. Here, we describe the current state-of-the-art in energy harvesting technologies, and compare them against long-life primary batteries in terms of their total energy, economic cost and environmental impact. Issues affecting the lifetimes of energy harvesting devices, which are often overlooked, are described. We discuss the requirements for energy-awareness by wireless sensor network management algorithms, and how to deliver it for systems using batteries or energy harvesting devices and supercapacitors. A novel approach to monitoring state-of-charge, and an embedded software architecture for energy management (which has been deployed on battery-powered and energy-harvesting nodes), are introduced. This new ‘energy stack’ structures the node’s energy-related operations, while hiding their complexity from the application layer, and providing a straightforward interface. We present a complete approach to designing the energy-related aspects of a node for long-term deployment, including hardware choices and embedded software design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current state-of-the-art in commercial off-the-shelf energy harvesting technologies, for example in vibration energy harvesting and indoor photovoltaics, yield power levels of the order of a milliwatt in typical operating conditions [1], [2]. While these power levels may appear restrictively small, the operation of harvesting elements over a number of years can mean that the technologies are broadly comparable with long-life primary batteries, both in terms of energy provision and the cost per joule of energy provided. Moreover, systems incorporating energy harvesting will typically be capable of recharging after depletion – a feature that is lacking in systems powered by primary batteries.

There are other advantages of using energy harvesting, including the ability to monitor more closely the amount of energy being used by a system and hence deliver an improved level of energy-awareness, as may be required for state-of-the-art sensor network management algorithms [3].

Supercapacitors are often seen as ideal energy buffers that do not degrade over time. It may be true that they do not exhibit some of the less desirable characteristics of rechargeable batteries (such as memory effects and complex charging requirements), but supercapacitors do have a finite lifetime and must be operated in carefully controlled conditions in order to extend this.

The aim of this paper is to review and compare the capabilities and practical considerations of commercial energy-harvesting systems and long-life primary batteries. We also introduce methods for determining state-of-charge, and a flexible software stack that takes account of changing hardware without altering the program structure.

We conclude that energy-harvesting systems are broadly cost-comparable with systems using long-life primary batteries, over a ten-year lifetime. Energy-harvesting systems offer benefits of finer-grained energy awareness and the ability to recharge, but we find that in deployments where operating conditions are likely to be extreme, supercapacitor lifetimes are reduced considerably.

II. TOTAL ENERGY OVER LIFETIME

A. Lifetime expectations

In this section we compare the total energy gained from a long-life high-capacity cell, with that which can be expected from an energy-harvesting system over its lifetime. Lithium thionyl chloride (LiSOCl2) is a commercially-available battery type that has been used in long-term wireless sensor deployments [4], with an expected shelf life of around ten years [5]. We compare it with the total energy that can be expected over ten years from an amorphous silicon photovoltaic (PV) cell in a typical office environment, and a vibration energy harvester on a piece of machinery. We discuss the long-term behavior of super-capacitors, often used as buffers storing harvested energy.

B. Typical energy sources

An indoor PV cell, such as a Schott Solar OEM module with dimensions 90x72mm, can typically harvest around 0.80mW at 500 lux (normal light levels for a well-lit office) [1]. It is reasonable to expect such a module to operate for more than ten years in these conditions without significant
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deterioration [6]. Assuming a 500 lux light level for 8 hours per day over 10 years, the total energy delivered by this device over 10 years is around 84kJ.

A Perpetuum PMG17-120 vibration energy harvester generates energy from “twice-line-frequency” machine vibration, and operates between 0.025g and 1.0g (where g is a RMS acceleration of 9.81ms⁻²). For vibration magnitudes at its minimum 0.025g, the device will provide a typical usable power output of 0.80mW [2]. Assuming 24-hour operation over ten years, the device will provide around 252kJ.

A LiSOCl₂ battery has a quoted 10-year lifetime, with a ‘C’ sized cell providing 8.5Ah at 3.6V [5]. This equates to approximately 110kJ of energy over its lifetime.

The three energy sources presented above, and investigated in more detail later in this report, are broadly comparable on the total energy they can deliver over a ten year period.

C. Energy stores

Whereas typical wireless sensor nodes can be powered directly from a LiSOCl₂ cell (due to its stable 3.6V output and ability to support currents up to 100mA), the same cannot be said for energy harvesting devices. Energy from a PV cell must be stored in order to sustain operation overnight, and energy harvesting devices generally do not provide sufficient instantaneous currents for the demands of wireless sensor nodes. Commercial off-the-shelf supercapacitors, such as the Panasonic Gold HW series, offer capacitances of several farads, can support discharge currents of hundreds of milliamps, and behave similarly to conventional aluminum electrolytics. Unfortunately, they also exhibit similar lifetime dynamics. For example, the 1F version has a maximum operating voltage of 2.3V, maximum operating temperature of 70°C, and guaranteed lifetime of 1,000 hours [7].

The lifetime extension due to operating temperature reduction can be expressed by the Arrhenius Equation, which indicates that the expected lifetime will double for every 10°C reduction in operating temperature [7]. Furthermore, investigations into large supercapacitor behavior indicate that the expected lifetime will also double for every 0.1V operating voltage reduction [8]. Therefore, by operating the supercapacitor at room temperature and at 1.8V, it can be expected that its lifetime will be extended in excess of the desired 10-year lifetime. ‘End of life’ for a supercapacitor is normally the point at which its internal resistance has quadrupled and its capacitance has decreased by around 20%. After this point, these parameters can be expected to deteriorate more quickly (there is a definite ‘inflection point’ in the supercapacitor parameters shortly after this time) [8].

The available capacity of a LiSOCl₂ battery is dependent on temperature, with the capacity at 72°C being around half of that at 25°C. The effect of temperature is less pronounced on long-life lithium batteries than supercapacitors, but extremes will clearly shorten their lifetime. They are also sensitive to discharge rate, but this is a complex relationship dependent on temperature [5].

III. Cost over lifetime

A. Energy harvesting – photovoltaics and vibration

PV modules as described in II.B are available in volume at a cost of around $5 per unit [9]. Supercapacitors, such as the Panasonic Gold 1F, are available at a cost of approximately $3 in volume [10]. Assuming two supercapacitors are connected in series in each system (to maintain a low working voltage for lifetime extension purposes) a cost of under $15 for the energy subsystem is achievable.

Vibration energy harvesting is an emerging technology, and vibration harvesters are expensive compared to PV modules. The PMG17 microgenerator is priced at around $700 in volume [11], which is justified by the manufacturing effort required to produce the units, and the relatively small number of sales achieved by the complex technology thus far (the price can be expected to fall with increasing sales). Vibration energy harvesters can achieve sustained power outputs of up to 40mW if vibration is plentiful, delivering a theoretical maximum of 12.6MJ over ten years. This outperforms the quoted LiSOCl₂ batteries by two orders of magnitude. Theoretically, the vibration energy harvester could save over 100 battery changes (costing around $1,500 in parts, plus costs associated with labor and disposal).

B. Lithium cell

The previously discussed ‘C’ size LiSOCl₂ cells from Tadiran cost around $15 in volume [10], and require no conditioning circuitry due to their stable operating voltage. It is difficult to monitor the state-of-charge of lithium cells with any accuracy (although it is possible to determine when the battery is discharged within the last 5% of its capacity) [5]. The question of energy awareness is addressed in further detail in Section V, but careful design is necessary to ensure that the energy requirement of the circuit does not exceed what the battery is able to provide over its projected lifetime.

The implications of battery replacement must be taken into account, especially where sensors are deployed in embedded or inaccessible locations. It is likely that labor costs will exceed the cost of the actual battery, added to the fact that node maintenance may disrupt the processes it is designed to monitor. In summary, designers must look at more than just the cost of the battery when comparing the economics of long-life lithium cells against energy-harvesting techniques.

IV. Environmental Considerations

A. Lithium cells

While LiSOCl₂ cells do not contain lead, mercury or nickel like some other cells, they are nevertheless volatile and potentially toxic. They must not be incinerated due to risk of explosion, and abuse (physical, electrical, or thermal) of the cell can result in corrosive fluids leaking from the battery. The resulting vapors are irritants, and the inhalation of...
thionyl chloride can be extremely harmful. Furthermore, the contents of lithium primary cells is in its infancy, but is possible through a number of processes. The requirement for controlled disposal of LiSOCl$_2$ cells makes them unsuitable for ‘deploy and forget’ applications, and adds a substantial cost. It should be noted that the thionyl chloride cathode presents the main hazard in LiSOCl$_2$ cells.

B. Energy harvesting devices and supercapacitors

Panasonic recommend that their supercapacitors are disposed of by burning at a high temperature (low-temperature burning results in production of toxic gases from the plastic sleeve). It is recommended that supercapacitors are crushed or pierced before incineration to reduce the risk of explosion. Panasonic Gold capacitors use an organic electrolyte and activated carbon electrodes. It is stated by the manufacturers that recycling is not required.

Amorphous silicon PV cells contain a small amount of silver, but in insufficient amounts to make its realisation economically viable. They contain insufficient quantities of regulated materials for them to be classified as hazardous, so simple disposal is generally economic for these items.

Electromagnetic vibration energy harvesters are typically of a metallic construction, featuring neodymium iron boron (Nd$_2$Fe$_{14}$B) magnets. While these magnets are sometimes classed as ‘rare-earth’ magnets, they are in relatively plentiful supply. There are few hazards associated with these devices, except for the effects of their strong magnetic field. Their value can justify recycling in larger volumes.

V. Energy Awareness

A. Energy monitoring

- Fig. 1 Simulated voltage curves for a 1F supercapacitor discharging through a constant resistance, constant current, and constant power load

It is important for energy-aware systems to have an indication of the state of charge of energy stores, in order that systems can adjust their behavior dependent on their energy status. There are a number of different ways of calculating this value, and these largely depend on the dynamics of the load discharging the energy store. Rather than simply an indication of how full the energy store is, it may be helpful to get an idea of how long a node can operate for compared to its neighbors. Fig. 1 shows that the load type has a major effect on the discharge characteristics, with the curves diverging substantially. The graph shows an example of the discharge profile of a 1F supercapacitor through a 450Ω resistor, 70mA current load, and 200mW power load. These values were chosen as they draw similar power levels at 3V.

B. State-of-charge determination for supercapacitors

There will typically be a range of voltages over which a microcontroller can operate: this may, for example, be between 2.0 and 3.6 volts. Obviously, if such a microcontroller is driven directly from an energy store, the energy stored when the voltage is below 2.0 volts is effectively unusable. For a capacitor, the following methods for determining the energy status ($t_{frac}$, the fraction of operating time remaining compared to when the store is full) are applicable, and largely rely on the relationship $E = \frac{1}{2}CV^2$:

1. Energy fraction: this is simply a measure of how ‘full’ the energy store is, and is most useful when the load imposes a power requirement on the store. It is calculated by determining the usable energy stored, and dividing by the maximum usable energy if the store was full.

2. Voltage fraction: this value assumes that the load imposes a current requirement on the store. It is given by dividing the usable voltage range by the maximum usable voltage range.

3. Logarithmic discharge fraction: this value assumes a resistive load is present across the store. It gives an indication of the proportion of time remaining, expressed as a percentage (where 100% is fully charged, 0% is when the store is at the minimum voltage, and 50% is halfway along the time axis between the two values) with the simplifying assumption that the capacitor is discharged through a constant resistance.

Clearly, a value for the energy proportion is not particularly helpful if the load across the store behaves as a current-dominated consumer or a resistance, as in these cases the power requirements of the node vary with the amount of energy stored (and hence the store voltage). The energy fraction is calculated by means of (1).

$$E_{frac} = \frac{E_{present} - E_{min}}{E_{max} - E_{min}}$$

$E_{present}$ is the amount of energy stored by the system at a given time. $E_{min}$ is the energy at the store’s minimum voltage, and $E_{max}$ is the energy at its maximum voltage. This gives a rough idea of the energy status of the node, but is reliant on the assumption that the load is a power-dominated consumer.

Our investigations show that, when exposed to varying voltages, a TI/Chipcon CC2431EM module behaves more...
closely as a current-dominant load than a resistive or power-dominant load. The voltage fraction gives an indication of the state-of-charge of the capacitor assuming it is discharged by a current which is independent of the store voltage or energy, and hence \( I = C \frac{dv}{dt} \) used in (2).

\[
t_{frac} = V_{frac} = \frac{V_{present} - V_{min}}{V_{max} - V_{min}} \tag{2}
\]

\( V_{present} \) is the store voltage at a given time. \( V_{min} \) and \( V_{max} \) are the minimum and maximum store voltages.

Finally, the logarithmic discharge fraction exploits the fact that the voltage across a capacitor obeys the relationship \( V = V_0 e^{-t/CR} \) for a constant resistance and capacitance (where \( V_0 \) is the initial voltage, \( t \) is time elapsed, and \( C \) and \( R \) are capacitance and resistance respectively). This can be rearranged to find \( t \), as shown in (3).

\[
t = CR \ln \frac{V}{V_0} \tag{3}
\]

Thus to find the logarithmic discharge fraction, the result (4) is independent of \( t \), \( C \) and \( R \).

\[
t_{frac} = 1 - \frac{\ln \frac{V_{max}}{V_{min}}}{\ln \frac{V_{min}}{V_{max}}} \tag{4}
\]

Although this quantity is the most computationally expensive to calculate, it is likely to give a useful indication of charge status, as it assumes a resistive discharge of the energy store (i.e. the amount of energy consumed by the system is dependent on the store voltage, which is in turn dependent on the energy stored). This calculation can be implemented on microcontrollers using a Taylor expansion. Taking the expansion to its fourth term results in a typical error of approximately 3%, and to its fourth term the error is around 1%. This will normally be sufficiently accurate to give a good idea of the state-of-charge of the system.

C. State-of-charge determination for primary batteries

LiSOCl\(_2\) cells feature a stable operating voltage of around 3.6V until they become depleted [5]. Hence, state-of-charge determination is non-trivial, and systems must estimate the amount of energy used to identify their energy status.

For more conventional primary cells, such as alkaline manganese dioxide batteries, the closed circuit voltage (CCV) of the cell must be measured to give an accurate idea of their state of charge. Measuring the open circuit voltage (OCV) of the cell will not give an accurate indication of the service life remaining. The CCV can be determined by placing the battery under a load for one or two seconds, and measuring its voltage. The load is dependent on battery size, but Energizer recommends a 10Ω load is used for a single 1.5V AA-size cell [15]. The resultant CCV can then be traced across to the voltage profile of the cell, such as that given by the manufacturer [16], and mapped to straight lines through a piecewise-linear approximation (to simplify implementation in microcontrollers) as shown in Table 1.

Any discharge curve can be approximated to a series of straight lines and stored in memory. The choice of curve will depend on the type of load normally attached to the battery. It must be noted that use of a resistive discharge curve does not imply that the microcontroller behaves as a constant resistance at all times: purely that its dynamic power consumption due to different voltages varies in line with that of a resistor.

The interrogation process is straightforward, but imposes a further energy requirement on the battery. For example, if the battery is tested once per hour for one year (and each test takes one second), with a 10Ω load, this will consume around 2.2% of the battery’s total capacity. The system designer must trade off higher resolution on the battery state-of-charge against excessive energy wastage in testing.

D. End-of-life identification for primary batteries

End-of-life identification for LiSOCl\(_2\) batteries is possible. With a pulsed discharge, similar to that used to identify state-of-charge in alkaline batteries, end-of-life can be identified up to 15% before the cut-off voltage. Otherwise, continuous loading of the cell will only permit passive identification of end-of-life up to 3% before cut-off. The response of the cell can be sensitive to temperature variation, so care must be taken to ensure that any voltage drops due to pulsed discharges are not due to seasonal variations [5].

E. Ageing

Supercapacitors and secondary batteries exhibit ‘aging’ effects, where parameters such as internal resistance and capacity degrade. In the case of supercapacitors, the decline in capacity has been found in previous studies to approximate to a straight line on an Arrhenius plot, with an inflection after its end-of-life. Given that electrolytic capacitors generally have a wide initial tolerance, and an ageing process that is dependent on temperature, humidity, and operating voltage [7], it is unlikely that the effects on capacity in a deployed system due to ageing will be accurately predicted. An approximation will likely suffice for the purposes of energy-aware algorithms.
VI. OTHER FACTORS

A. Lifetime of electronics

Flash data retention is specified at a minimum of 100 years at 25°C for TI microcontrollers such as the MSP430. Flash lifetimes at higher temperatures can be predicted by using the Arrhenius equation. At 50°C, memory retention can be expected to fall to 17 years [17]. Increased temperatures affect other parts of the system such as the energy store and harvesting device. Designers must consider the effects of the operating environment on all aspects of the system, to ensure that the required operating lifetime is achievable.

B. Reliance on external maintenance

PV cells are reliant on sufficient levels of light penetrating the glass to reach the p-n junction. Over a 10 year deployment, significant residue can be expected to build up on a sensor node package, especially in an industrial environment. This can significantly degrade the cell performance, and hence reduce the harvesting efficiency. It must be ensured that the sensor package can be easily cleaned, or that the effects of dust and residue are minimized.

For battery powered sensors, the mechanics and impact of battery replacement must be considered. Furthermore, the maintenance of sensors should be carried out in a timely manner and a means for sensors to identify and communicate their low-energy status must be provided.

VII. SOFTWARE STRUCTURE FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT

A. Justification

We have detailed the complexities of energy management in wireless sensor nodes, and described why knowledge about the energy status of nodes is important. Standard operations such as state-of-charge determination can be complex, and we have outlined a number of methods for state-of-charge determination and end-of-life identification in primary cells and supercapacitors. This report has also described the ageing effects on supercapacitors and the impact that these have on an energy-harvesting system.

Energy management is a complex task, but is frequently overlooked in favor of communications algorithm development. We would argue that energy management should be treated with equal importance to communications. We believe that there are synergies between communications subsystems and energy management subsystems, in that algorithms are needed to manage physical hardware, process information from it, and present it to the application running on a sensor node. It is for this reason that we have developed an energy management stack, which exists alongside the communication stack in the node’s embedded software [18].

The energy stack splits the energy management operations into three distinct layers, each layer interfacing with the layer directly below it and hiding its complexities from the layer above. This structure, and the provision of a standardized interface to the application running on the node, promotes modularization and code re-use, while delivering systems that can efficiently manage their energy resources.

B. Software structure

A consistent solution has been developed, in which the energy management software tasks are modularized and arranged into an energy stack. The energy management process is divided into three layers:

- **Physical Energy Layer (PYE):** obtains information about voltages of energy stores, controls physical switching, and manages energy converters to direct the energy flow.
- **Energy Analysis Layer (EAN):** takes data from the PYE and (through use of models of energy sources and stores) calculates the amount of energy stored.
- **Energy Control Layer (ECO):** takes a high-level view of the energy subsystem – controlling the transfer of charge between energy sources and stores if necessary. It reports on the overall energy status of the node, in a format which is independent of the node’s energy hardware.

![Fig. 2. The ‘energy stack’ software structure](image)

The stack has access to an ‘energy hardware information table’, which gives details of the characteristics of the energy sources and stores, and the connections between them. This also defines which I/O pins of the energy controller are connected to energy switches, the control pins of energy converters, or the outputs of sources or stores (for the purposes of voltage monitoring). Fig. 2 shows the layout of the energy stack. The stack can be queried by the application layer to determine the overall energy status of the node, and it is expected that it will be called at regular intervals so that it can carry out tasks and detect trends in the energy subsystem.

C. Interface with the application layer

At present, the ECO layer presents the application layer with an interface allowing it to see the important aspects of the energy status of the node. This includes the Power Priority value [3], an estimate of the usable energy stored, and a value for the supply voltage. The interface also permits the application layer to alter the threshold values for power priorities, and to prompt the energy stack to refresh by taking new readings. Future enhancements are planned to allow the application layer to monitor the instantaneous power delivered by energy sources. Further, more technical
operations are hidden from the application layer, and implemented by functions further down the stack. For example, functions to calculate the state-of-charge of the energy store are implemented in the EAN layer.

D. Prototype 1: System powered by primary batteries

The discharge curve for a standard Duracell ‘AA’-sized alkaline manganese dioxide cell has been adapted from the manufacturer’s handbook. We have approximated the discharge curve to three straight lines (described by 4 points), as shown in Table 1. Point L has been found through interpolation, and is the lowest voltage at which the microcontroller can function, assuming it is powered by two cells in series (thus point L provides a 2.0V supply). The data in this table is designed to be used in conjunction with a short low-impedance test as described in Section V.C. The remaining lifetime percentage is derived from the effective number of service hours expended and number of service hours available from the cell. To a large extent, the actual load that the cell normally drives is irrelevant: this test is used purely to obtain a value for state-of-charge.

In the energy stack, the PYE layer deals with switching a transistor in order that the cell can be discharged through a 10Ω load. It also measures the voltage at the end of the test. The EAN layer uses the data from Table 1 along with the voltage at the end of the test to estimate the remaining lifetime percentage. This is then communicated to the ECO layer which translates this data into energy priorities and levels for presentation to the application layer.

E. Prototype 2: System powered by photovoltaic cell

In this prototype, a PV cell provides the power for the system. Its input is passed through a switching converter and energy is stored in a 0.5F supercapacitor. In this case, the PYE layer monitors the voltage across the supercapacitors. The EAN layer calculates the voltage fraction value, as shown in (2). This value is then interpreted by the ECO layer for presentation to the application layer, in the same format as in the first prototype. Due to the flexible design of the energy stack, minimal changes are needed to represent the change in energy source (the voltage fraction is calculated rather than the battery state-of-charge, and the battery model is ignored in favor of the capacitor equation).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have explored the capabilities of energy harvesting devices and long-life LiSOCl2 batteries, and assessed their performance over a ten-year period. We have found that energy harvesting technology is broadly cost-comparable with long life batteries, and can potentially deliver longer system lifetimes. Assessing the state of charge of LiSOCl2 batteries is non-trivial until the end of their lifetime, and it is relatively straightforward to assess the state of charge of supercapacitors. We have described three main ways of expressing the state of charge of a supercapacitor, and explained that the type of discharge dictates the best method.

Algorithms for determining these quantities, along with the state-of-charge of primary batteries, have been presented and are suitable for implementing on a resource-constrained microcontroller. These methods form part of a system-wide approach to energy-awareness, including an ‘energy stack’ that has been implemented. The ‘energy stack’ has been demonstrated to present a flexible method of structuring a node’s energy-related operations, while hiding their complexity from the application layer and providing it with a straightforward interface.

We have found that energy harvesting systems are best suited to energy-aware routing and management algorithms which monitor stored energy and adjust the node workload accordingly. Other factors which must be considered when designing nodes for long deployments have also been explored.
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